ERRATA

In the paper titled “Body Pressure Distribution Maps Used For Sitting Comfort Visualization” submitted by P.G. Horváth, R.M. Antal, D. Domljan, L. Dénes published in Sigurnost Journal Vol. 59 No. 2 July 2017 the authors did not included the source of pictures in Table 2. The pictures were made by students Dorina Halász and Orsolya Szücs, from University of Sopron. The authors acknowledge also the aforementioned students’ help in measurements.

We gratefully acknowledge the contribution of industrial design students Dorina Halasz and Orsolya Szucs for their participation in this research project, for fulfilling all measurements and providing useful remarks.

Additional reference:

Halasz, D., Szucs, O., 2014: Seating comfort analysis by body pressure distribution device of lecture rooms at University of West Hungary, Student Science Conference, Obuda University. Budapest, 2014

The authors apologize for any inconvenience resulted from this shortcoming both to students and to editors.